Clean & Green to the XTREME!
Pool Cleaning and
Savings at the Touch
of a Button
• Maintenance cost savings of up to
50% (chemicals, water, energy)
• Scrubbing brush system loosens
stubborn debris
• Offset vacuum ports for clog free
operation and better corner access
• Large capacity reusable, internal filter
– more debris with less cleaning
• Industry’s healthiest filtration
• Most powerful water circulation
• Complete floor and wall basin
cleaning at the touch of a button
• Largest national robotic support
network in the industry
• Made with quality in the U.S.A.!

Just Plug it in and Turn it on

No Hoses, Booster Pumps or Pool Filter Connections Needed.
Ever look at your bathtub and notice that not only has the
floor become dirty, but there is also a ring around the lower
portion of the wall? This was our inspiration to provide
cleaning of the entire floor and lower wall basin area. Rather
than using a little piece of foam whipping around at random
to try and brush the pool’s surface as other cleaners do,
Aquabot Xtreme features two foot-long motor powered
rotating dense rubber brushes to truly scrub your pool’s
surface clean- so you don’t have to!

What little free time you may have is better spent on more
important things like being with friends and family than
hassling with cleaning your pool. Aquabot Xtreme does the
work for you, including filtering and circulating your pool water
- saving you chemicals, lowering heating bills and extending
the life of your pool filter. Aquabot Xtreme eliminates costlyto-run booster pumps altogether and can cut your pool’s
main filter run time in half - saving you $1,000’s in energy
every year!

XTREME Pool Cleaning - Without Hoses, Booster Pumps or the Pool’s Filter System.
With the Aquabot XTREME you can clean your entire pool in as little
as 2 hours, reach areas other cleaners miss and cut your total pool
expenses by as much as 50%, while protecting your family and
friends with the healthiest swimming environment – automatically.

SPECIFICATIONS
Designed for Pools

Up to 40’ long / Any surface or configuration

Cleaning Time

2 - 3 Hours

Operating Time

Can operate to any time setting desired by
connecting to standard auto-timer

Filtration

Self-contained, reusable 23-quart maximum
capacity; Large leaves to fine particles –
down to 2 microns

Flow Rate

4,500 gallons per hour

Pump Motor

Brushless, individually sealed, water-cooled
and with heat-dissipating and lubricating oil
for longer motor life

Drive Motor

Individually sealed, oil-free, water-cooled

Cable

51’ - buoyant thermoplastic rubber - No
chlorine corroding Kevlar®

Operating Cost

Approximately 5¢ per cleaning cycle

Wattage:

180 Watts

Voltage

115 V / 60Hz, 24V at cleaner

Warranty

1 Year

Self-contained with internal pump, drive and filtration system.

Safety & Reliability

Systematic straight forwards and reverse arc-turn movements
controlled by internal microprocessor and patented diretional turning
floatation enables Aquabot XTREME to clean any pool surface type
or configuration without wasteful overlapping.

Cleaner, cord and power supply are ETL
listed to UL Standards - the highest safety
and reliability certification in the industry

Unit Weight

16.9 lbs.

Shipping Weight

37.0 lbs.

Forget the days when hoses were either stuck in your pool or dragged
out for each cleaning, or when you actually hoped that strangers
would show up to your home just so that your pool would be cleaned.
Today, Aquabot XTREME is the state-of-the-art, cost-effective and
performance-proven way to clean your pool in a fraction of the time of
other cleaners. There are no hoses or vacuum poles to mess with, no
strangers on your property, and it no longer matters if wind blew dirt
in the pool or it just rained after the pool was cleaned, because with
Aquabot XTREME you will enjoy effective cleaning and filtration and
XTREME savings at the simple touch of a button. Here’s why:
Saves you a fortune in total pool expenses. In fact, in a matter of months
Aquabot XTREME savings can pay for your total annual pool operation.
		
		
		

> Saves you as much as 80% of water loss
> Saves you up to 70% on energy bills
> Save you as much as 50% on electric bills
> Saves the environment from harmful backwashing

Efficient by design, Aquabot XTREME cleans pools in a fraction of
time and reduces more than 50% of the wear and tear other cleaners
incur. This translates into less operating hours, which saves you
money and time, while providing you with greater reliability and lower
maintenance issues or expenses.
Effective design based on more than 30 years of underwater robotic
vacuum experience, Aquabot XTREME’s rotating scrubbing brushes
loosen build-up and break down debris. To avoid clogging and to
access dirt along pool edges, dirt and debris are vacuumed in through
two off-center positioned underside vacuum ports .
Microfilters out dirt and debris, such as leaves, pine needles, acorns,
burs, sand, silt, pollen and even algae and bacteria 10 times smaller
than what most main pool filtration systems can remove - to ensure
the healthiest swimming water for you, your family and friends.

For more information or product comparisons call: 800-221-1750
or visit: AquaProducts.com

G-Tooth™ Drive Track protects from abrasion
and provides best climbing traction.

Rotating scrubbing
brushes loosen build-up
and break down debris.

A filtration rate of 4,500 GPH
ensures the removal of everything
from algae and silt to palm leaves
and pebbles.

Join the revolution and enjoy XTREME cleaning and savings. Buy with
confidence knowing that every Aquabot is individually handcrafted
and quality tested with pride in the USA by the largest, oldest and
world’s leading underwater robotics cleaning systems company.
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Aquabot® XTREME, its Power Supply
and Floating Cable are ETL Listed
to UL Standard 1081, the highest
certification for safety and reliability

